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T A B L E S C A P E

Candlestick Spring l
An elegant and gorgeous way to create a table centerpiece, crystal 
candlestick holders and small drinking glasses display spring flowers, 
adding a festive touch down the center of the table. Combine 
different shaped and sized vessels for showcasing your flowers, and 
your next tablescape is guaranteed to get rave reviews!

Spring Pearls  
in the Garden l

Simplicity and ease in 
décor are presented in this 
tablescape, as common  
green leaves are dressed  
in pearls and satin, resting  
on pretty pink napkins.  
A quick, yet chic way to 
present a spring table, strings 
of seed pearls are swirled 
around place settings to 
continue the theme. Teacups 
with coordinating ribbons 
become personal vases, filled 
with delightful greenery that 
adds to the spring garden 
motif. Place a few tea lights  
in a clear glass bowl 
to complete this fresh 
tablescape.
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Special gatherings are 
happening in gardens, on 

lanais, and anywhere we can 
enjoy the wonderful spring 

weather. Reflecting the season, 
we present four beautiful  
ideas for designing the  
perfect tablescape for  

your next event.

A Polka-Dotted Spring l
Nothing signals spring better than the color purple. Easy and light, this tablescape 
celebrates the season as fragrant flowers create an enchanting centerpiece. White 
crocheted doilies become the placemats for presenting lavender plates and polka-
dotted napkins. Simple but elegant, purple satin ribbons tie it all together, 
enhancing the seasonal appeal. Find beautiful fabric and make your own napkins 
using this color scheme, or select from the many shades of the season.

A Drink of Pure Spring l
A creative design idea for an afternoon 

luncheon or tea: beautiful crystal bar 
glasses line the center of the table and 

become perfect vases for lovely freshly cut 
flowers. The votives are ready to be lit for a 

special gathering.

Fresh Designs  
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